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ANNEAI,ING EFFECTS ON THE PliOTOLUMINESCENCE OF GALLIUM PHOSPHIDE CRYSTALS 
Donald Leroy Hughes 
1 
ABSTRACT 
Zinc and oxygen do~ed gallium phosphide crystals were solution • 
' 
growr1 at 11r(0°c. l)ebye-Scherrer film and Laue patterns indicated 
th·at GaP single crystals were grown with the face parallel ··to a 
plane. Resistivity and Hall effect measurements were made from 
~hich carrier concentrations and mobilities were calculated. 
( 111)1,· 
Erfects of annealing were studied as a function of time. ·at 
4oo0 c and at 6oo 0 c. After every annealing cycle photol1rrcinesce·rrt~ 
efficiency and photol1rr··i nescent spectra measurements were made. 
Tl1e observed sr..ifting o:' emission from the infra-red to red with 
annealing time corroborated earlier experimental work done by Onton 
and Lorer1z by electrol1r-,i nescent studies. Variations in red to 
infra-red interisi ty ratios with annealing time and temperature 
were related to a theoretical paired-defect model. 
The results substc..ntiated a proposed model that red emiss:iori 
is due to exciton Zn-0 complex recombination and that. inf'ra~recl · 
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emission is due to an ionized oxygen to an ionized -zinc re:Gombinatio:c.. 
In order to explain the experimental results related to total 
quantum efficiency~ two other models were proposed. First, since 
it was observed that there is a higher photoluminescent efficiency 
~or lower annealing ter::;eratures, it was proposed that the exciton 
Zn-0 complex recombination is more probable than. the ionized donor. 
to ionized acceptor recombination. Second~ it _was proposed that 
same interstitial oxygen diffuses to substitutional sites which 
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explains why the "t=O condition" can be reset for equilibrium 
Zn-0 complexes, but cannot be reset for external quantum ef:ficiency: 
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ABSTRACT 
Zinc and oxygen doped gallium phosphide c.:ryst·als: :,tere solut·ioni. 
grown at 1170°c. Debye-Scherrer film and Laue: patterns. indicated 
that GaP single crystals were grown with the face parallel to a (111). 
plane. Resistivity and Hall e:ffect measurements were made .from 
which carrier concentrations and mobilities were calculated. 
E:ffects of annealing were studied as .a function of time ·at 
• 
4oo0 c and at 6oo 0 c. After every annealing cycle photol1Jminescent 
efficiency and photol1r1i nescent spectra measurements were made. 
The observed shifting o::' emission from the infra-red to re.d with 
annealing time corroborated earlier experimental work done by Onton· 
and Lorenz by electrolir=··.i nescent studies. Va.r.iations in red to· 
infra-red intensity ratios with atmeali:n.g. time and temperature 
were related to a theoretical paired-defect .model. 
The results sub st wtiated a proposed model thJ3.t re.d eniiss.ion 
is due to exciton Zn-0 complex recombination an.d tha.t infra-red 
emission is due to an ionized oxygen to an ioniz.ed zinc reco:mbina.tion. 
In order to explain the experimental results related to tot .. al 
quantum efficiency) two other models were proposed. First, since 
it was observed that there is a higher photol1Jminescent efficiency . '· 
for lower annealing te!:.~eratures ~ it was proposed that the exciton · 
Zn-0 comple_x recombination is more probable than the ionized donor· 
• 
to ionized acceptor recombination. Second, i·t vas proposed that 
some interstitial o:xy-gen diffuses to substitutional. s .. i tes which 
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ABSTRACT 
Zinc and oxygen doped gallium phosphide cryst~s ·were. solq.t:ion. 
grown at 11 70° C. De bye-Scherrer film and Laue :patterns in.dic:ated 
that GaP single crystals were grown with the face parall.el to a ( ll-1) 
plane. Resistivity and Hall effect measurements were tn.ade :from 
which carrier concentrations and mobilities were calculated . 
• Effects of annealing were studied as a function of time _E3.t 
4oo 0 c and at 6oo 0 c. After every annealing cycle photol1jtninesc.e.nt 
efficiency and photolurni.nescent spectra measurements were macie~ 
The ctse::r·,.r~d shifting of emission from the infra-red to red with 
anne-n l in r i- irnin ~ ...... ,.-.. .. .1111- V.J.. _\,_.. 
,;_ ) cor1·oborated earlier experimental work done by O:nto.n. 
and Lorer1z by electroluminescent studies. Variation.s in red to 
infra-red intensity ratios with annealing time and tem.perature 
were related to a theoretical paired-defect model-. 
The results substantiated a proposed model .. t:trat red emission 
is due to exciton Zn-0 complej recombination and that infra-red 
emission is due to an ionized oxygen to an ionized zinc recombi.nationi. 
In order to explain the experimental results related to tot·a.l 
quant ill!1 efficiency~ two other models were pn>posed. First-, si11ce 
it was observed that there is a higher photoluminescent. ·effi>qiency 
for lower a..nnealing temperatures~ it was proposed th~t the· excit;oii 
Zn-0 complex recombination is more probable than the ion-iz~d :don.or 
.,/ 
./ . 
. / 
to ionized acceptor recombination. Second 3 it YRS pro:posed tha.v/ 
,,. ... same interstitial OJCY"gen diffuses to substitutional sites wtifch 
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explains why the "t=O condition" can be reset for equilibrium 
Zn-0 complexes, but cannot be reset :for external quantum e:f:ficiency. 
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I INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 
It is possible for solids to generate visible light; in se\reral. 
ways. A solid can be raised to a sufficiently high tempe·rature. t·o 
emit light, as in the case of a tungsten incandescent lamp; -or 
elect1'ical energy can be converted directly into light. by· ·11Jmine~ 
scence [l]. In 1923 Lossev [2] applied a direct current to a Sic·: 
semiconductor crystal to generate visible light. In 1937 
G. Destriau [ 3] of France generated light by app1yin--g an a:4.terna.t:ip._g 
voltage to an insulator containing luminescent pow.der·_.. .Ari: e~~ple 
of this type of l1Jmi nescence is the faintly·~_glowi:ng' greer1 --night 
lights that plugs into the household outlet [lJ. Still later, in 
1952, studies were made on electroluminescence of p--!i junctions of 
.. 
germanium. Due to extremely low efficiencies of conv~rting electric.al 
cur~cent to photons, little interest was aroused [ 4]. By 1_962' it was.· 
f .., ... ' . GaA ounc.1 e,na t s had a higher conversion efficiency in the :Ln-fra-red 
region [5]. At about the same time the use of GaAs1 P led, at low 
-X X 
temperatures, to laser action which was visible to the eye [6]. A 
little later a GaP red light emitting diode was reported which emitted, 
non coherent radiation at 300°K with an external quantum e:f:fici_e.ncy :(Yf 
about 1.5 per cent [7]. 
There are several ways of exciting carriers to obtain. l1uni_nescence 
in a solid crystal. All of the ways that will be di·scussed involv~ 
the creation of a large number of electron-hole pairs per unit-volume. 
Excitation can be by irradiation with photons (pho~olimiinescence), 
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4 
or electrons ( cathodol11mi nescence) ~ or by miiiori ty carri.e:r: i:Ln~·re.:cti.o:n 
in a forward biased p-n junction ( electrol11minescetjce}. :t·n ·a11 
cases, af'ter excitation the excess: ~ar:riers may recombi"rte radiatively 
to emit light if the band gap is in the· visible po·rt:ion. of the 
spectrum [ 8-9]. 
In photol11mi nes cence the exciting photon energy- must be gr.e:ate.:t . . 
. . . . . 
than the band gap in order to create a hole-electron pair.. 'rhi·s 
technique allows one to obtain information about the ·11$in·es·cent 
processes. Both qualitative and quantitative information: can be. 
obtained about the material without making p·-n j-q.nctions.. It is 
possible to obtain high injection levels by .a mercury _I:am.fr [ 8-9] 
or by an Argon laser [10-11]. 
Recombination of carrier$· m.a,y occur in a v~_ie·.ty of --wa:ys 
(Figure 1) .. There can be a direct recombination o-.f -e:lectrons and 
holes ( Figure la) or ·there can be recombination_. thrc}ugh _inter--
mediate states ( Figures lb-ld). The various processe~. ~e. compet~t.:i..ve 
but can be analyzed by Shockley-Read-Hall stat:Lst.ics [l.2-13] ~ If 
the hole and the electron have the same momentum :in E~~- spac·e:, a 
direct transition ( Figure 2a) can occur, but if the h.o·:le -and electron 
do not have the same momentum, an indirect transition whi.ch in-
volves the absorption or emission of a phonon is required to con-
serve momentum (Figure 2b). 
In order for an electrol,rmi nes cent diode t.o ·be :of lJ.Se: r·or visual 
displey purposes there are two conditions which m1,1f3t be satisfied[l ,14] 
\. 
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First, some, or all of the band gap energy of an e:,leG.tron inj·ect·ed 
into the conduction band must be given up by photon emi.ssion. ratller 
than by direct lattice interactions. Second, the band gap of the 
diode must be large, 1.75 eV or more, so that the photons which are 
ger1e:r2:.t.eci fall in the visible region of the spectrum. The pr_oblem 
that . arises is to satisfy both of the above co;nd;it,ions·. Since 
radiative recombination is possible in a dire·ct band~gap~mater.i.al, 
this material is sometimes more efficient.. Gallium arsenide., a 
~ 
direct transition material that is very e:f:fici.ent, emits i11 ~J1e 
in:fra-red region. Many ternary compounds have large eno:ugh. dire.ct 
gap transitions, but reproducibility in growing the ·cey-s.tai is 
d.if'ficult. Gallium phosphide has a large energy .gap~ but_, b·ecaus.e 
it is an indirect band-gap material, it must. be .j.udt.ci.ously doped 
.. 
..-• 
to produce reasonably efficient radiative re-cbmbtn.ation [15] .. 
,, Originally it was thought by Gershenzen~ e·t al [16--17] an_cl 
Nelson [18] that red l1Jmi nescence of GaP could. be. .at:tributed to 
donor-acceptor pair recombination ( "donor-acceptor pair l1Jmine:s·cen_c·e0 
Figure 3a) . However, now it is understood that the o.Jcy'gen deep· 
donor traps an electron and the shallow zinc acc·e.p.tqr traps a- .hole~. 
,. 
' ' and when the two recombine:, a photon is given off' with. e:ner_gy i_ri 
,. 
the ir~fr-·a-red region. Later evidence shows that red lt1mir1eS'cenqe 
resul·ts from either the decay of an exciton bound to a nearest 
neighbor, Zn-0 complex ("exciton l1Jminescence" ·F_:t.gure 3b):, or the 
recombination of electrons bound to neutral Zn~o complexes with 
holes trapped at distant Zn acceptors [l9-20] (ttpair l1Jminescence 3 " 
Figure 3c) .. A bound exciton is formed by a two---step process in 
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which a neutral Zn-0 complex :first traps an electron • After the· 
electron is trapped, the now-negative Zn-0 complex ·can :att:t~Gt a 
hole through a coulombi c force. When the force is s."uffi ci~ntly 
strong to actually bind a hole, an exciton is formed which i.s 
bound at the site of the Zn-0 complex. Since the bo1.ll1.:d e.xc·i:tc>n· 
represents an excited state, it can decay r.adiat·ively to :p.roduce the 
so-called "bound-exciton emission band." I:f a bound exciton is . . . - . ' .. 
not formed, the electron trapped at the Zn-0 complex :Il'.iay· eventually 
radiatively recombine with a hole trapped at a dl·stant ·zinc a.c~: 
ceptor site to produce pair recombination. 
The pair recombination between electrons trapped a.t Zn-0 com-
ple):es 1 .. ri t1-i holes trapped at distant zinc acceptors will produ<!e 
visible 1 i ght. The second type of pair recombination res1llts froII.t 
electrons at the deep-donor o.xy-gen sites recomb.irti_ng with; noles .at 
the shallow acceptor zinc sites ·to produce infr..a~rea. radiation ... 
It is possible to distinguish "pair l1Jm{nesc.enc_el1 from "exci.to·n 
lirmi nescence" by observing the weak vibrational sidebands of· th.e. 
latter. At a temperature below 70°K pair l1Jmi nescence dorni_riates 
[ 10 ,21] but above 70°K to room temperature exciton l1Jmi.ne$cence. 
dominates [ 21]. If the electron-hole recombination ehe_~;gy- were 
given to a third particle, a nonradiati ve or Auger recombination 
would occur. Low efficiency results from any- transit.ion that does 
,7 
\ not produce light. 
There are several ways o:f defining the efficiency· ·of emission 
in Ga.P [15]. First, the external power efficiency .is defined as. 
1 
' l l 
I 
I 
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= optical power out 
electrical power in • (l) 
External power efficiency is related t.o internal. power -~-f'f'!,.c::fiertcy 
by the equation 
(~ ). t = (~) xt F pin p e '( 2} 
where F is a correction factor which accoUri·ts :fo:r· al.l i·t1ternal. 
absorption. Although GaP is not highly absorbi_ng of= ·its bwp :red 
lurni11escence, its high refractive index ( o = 3.·5) ·pr·e·yents t11e es-
o cape of radiation beyond a 17 cone. That is,. li@t. striki.ng the 
surface at an angle greater than 17° with resp.ect to the normal is 
totally reflected. Some of the tota..lly refle .. ct.ed .l_ight eventually 
escapes but the effect of multiple internal reflections. i.s ·to 
greatly increase the path length in the crystal ·and, p.;e:ncte,- to in--
crease the probability of internal absorption. .Anot!l.e:r way .. of 
defining the efficiency of emission of GaP is b:y· the e:Jct.ernal 
quantum efficiency which is defined as 
(TJ} = photons out 
ext photons in 
•• 
.I 
The external quantum efficiency can be related to 'in.ternal qu.ant1JID,: 
efficier1c~,r in the same manner as the power efficiency. 
... A method of measuring efficiency is to line a cavity with solar 
cells to absorb the light emitted by the material. The panelsoof 
solar cells generate an electrical signal proport·ionaJ.. to the amount 
of light emitted by the sample under test. It -is necessary to 
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calibrate the solar cell panel using a known light' sou.toe. Detai.ls· 
of the equipment will be discussed in section III. 
Another important parameter to consider is the liim::i:"_._n·o.us ef-
:fi ciency which is a measure of the response of the eye to the fre-
quency of the emitted radiation for a given powe,r output [15] 
( Figure 4). The luminous efficiency can :b.e -c:alculated from the fol-·· 
lowing equation: 
:(.4) 
where ct> is the luminous conversion factor in .lttrriens,/vatt ·rot~ t·he· 
light output of a given type of light emitting diode~, p .·.: is the 
· op·t. 
optical power out in watts and IK is the di?de current ir1 am.per.es .• 
Sornetimes another definition is used for the i1Jminous ef.'f'ici_ency .• 
' Denoting the second definition by TJL ( in lumen. per w-att}, it i$ 
related to the first definition by, 
:f.5) 
where VD is the bias voltage on the light emitting diode:s,. ··Fo-r 
example, green light may have a quantum efficiency 40 times 
smaller than red light and still be just as bright to t.he eye. 
Light emitting diodes have been produced with external quantum e·f'- .. · 
ficiencies of .1% for green light [22] and 2% for red light [23]. 
Several studies have indicated that heat treatment can improve 
the visible light output of electrol1Jmjnescent GaP diode·s· by as 
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much as an order of magnitude [ 22-23]. .On ton a.t1.d Lorenz [ 24] :h&ve 
shown that there is a relationship between the visible peak at 
1. 80 ev and the infra-red peak at 1. 37 ev. By various heat t.re.-at-
ments they were able to shift the intensity of emission from the: 
visible red to the infra-red. They indicate that the red l.8Q, e.Y 
peal<: corresponds to bound exciton decay while the 1.:37 ev· i.n:Era--
red peak corresponds to ionized donor to ionized acceptor p.a:ir 
recombination. By heat treating GaP at high temperatures, zn~·o· 
nearest neighbor pairs are dissociated, and the ioni.ze·.a. o.:xygen 
dono:r concentration is accordingly increased. Si:hce a.x:,g:en tha.,t ·is 
not i r1 a Zn-0 complex can participate in ionized-pair recombination,: 
the in:fra-red emission efficiency is increased at the expense of 
the visible emission efficiency. Conversely, low temperature. heat 
treatment increases the formation of nearest neighbor Zn-(} J?qirs 
which improves red emission. 
In an early model, Maeda [ 25 J explained the clependenc~ o::e -ef\-
fi ciency on heat treatment by conventional donor-acceptor pair· .re~ 
combination. In later work by Maeda~ et al [26], they found 
anne2.ling increases visible emission by a :factor of 20 to 50 and. 
decreases the current density from 1/3 to 1/6 th~t .of _quen,c.hed 
diodes. They attribute the decrease in current ·densi-ty to 
annihilation of deep recombination centers in the- depletion layer. 
The increase in emission intensity is described as bei~g due to an 
increase in the lifetime of minority carriers and an in·cre.ase i:n 
the relative intensity of red to infra-red emission .[26-27·J. 
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The purpose of this investigation is to show that part :.bf tlle 
increase in efficiency in the visible region due to annealitig ·c,a.n 
be att,r1 bu·ced to the shift in emission from the infra-red pe.ak to· 
the red peak. I:f part of the Zn-0 nearest neighbor com.pI·exes coulci:. 
be broken up by high temperature treatment, the rati.o o.f' ·re:d. to 
infra-red energy would be lower. By anneali:ng at low t.empe~atures: 
part of these Zn-0 complexes would reform and :t·h_e rati.o would ·be 
much greater. The lower the temperature the greater t'he ratio would 
be after the equilibrimn number of pairs had been reaclle:d .. 
It was decided that photoluminescent studi.es made on p type 
material would provide a more basic understandi_ng of t-h_e mechanism 
in1.ro}_'ved in recombination than the previous work inrolvi_ng electro-
l un1ir1es cer~t di odes. In addition, it would not be necessary to be-
con1e irr~:c1,.reu in any geometric considerations tb;~t would be essential-
_-!·. if diodes were studied. 
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II CRYSTAL GROWTH, SAMPLE PREPARATION AND .ANNEALING 
A Marshall combustion tube furnace, model #1147 ~ which ha$. a 
resistive load., was used to grow the GaP single crystals. The: 
. ·· ..... . 
mullite combustion tube was 24 inches long and 3 inches in a.ism.et.er. 
The furnace has posts that permit resistance wire shunti~g to: 
obtain the profile desired. 
Due to the critical nature of the temperatur.e· control, a: Leeds 
and Northrup ( L&N) controller package with a Silicon Controlled. 
Rectifier was used. The resulting temperature variation was: les·~ 
than l/2°C in the center o.f the combustion tub.e. 
growing equipment is shown in Figure 5. 
The:- -c~r.s.tal 
. - -.I . 
In order to profile the furnace along its letrgth a syn:cronous. 
motor with different gear ratios for attaini:ng vari.able $pe_ed con-
trol wa.s connected to a worm gear with· a thermocouple on t·he end. 
Figure 6 shows the prof'ile :for crystal growth. 
The actual temperature o:f the furnace during ,c:ry-sta.,l growth w·as • 
monitored by five Pt/Pt-10% Rhodium tb.ermo-.couples which were con-
nected to an L and N Speedomax W strip chart recorder.. This recorder 
could receive and plot multiple input signals simultan:eou5:ly_. .Each 
of the :f:i ve thermocouples -was placed at 1 inch increments .up from 
the bottom of the crystal growth ampoule ( Figure 5) with the th~r:mo--
cour.:.i=._e placements n11mbered 1,2,3:,4, and 5. Since the profile plot • 
is shown in Figure 6 and the gradient had the same f'orm f'or all t·he 
thermocouples, only one plot of temperature ( thermoc.buple #5) ve-rsus 
time is shown in Figure 7. 
·' 
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A Varian Vac-Sorb pump, model #941-600.1 was used for rough 
pumping to 10 microns, and then a Varian Vac-Ion pump, model #911-
. 
-8 5011 was used for final pumping to 10 torr.. Due: to. the length o:f 
.•. 
the tubing from the vacuum system to the aiilpoule, the actual p.res~-
sure was estimated to be approximately 10-6 t:orr. As shovn iri 
Figure 5, two inlet valves, A and B were used for p11:rging wit·h 
nit roger1 and hydrogen respectively, and a Cajon ultra-torr*: :gia.s$ 
to r::etal fitting was used for connecting the ampoule to the ya.cuu.m 
station. \ 
Before the crystals were grown the ampoule was cleari.E=d.tho--
roughly with trichloroethylene, methanol, hydrofluoric acid ~d de-
ionized water ( see Appendix A) . After the cleani!lg proce-du.re ~ .07 
mole % Zn** and . 04 mole % Ga2o 3 were loaded .int.o the. arm of the 
ampoule to prevent volatization o:f the dopants· during bake out ·of 
the ampouie (·Figure 5 and Figure 8). These doping concentr·8;t::ions 
were found to be optimum when the crystals were grown {23·,:28] -~ 
Ninety weight % Ga and 10 weight % polycrystal.line Ga.P wer_e: :adde<l: 
to the bottom of the ampoule. This ·ratio ·\-r.as .determined from ,the - . .- . .. . . .. . . ' 
. 
Ga-GaP phase equilibrium diagram and give-s a liq_uidl)S. tempe·raturE= -o.f 
1100° C [ 29]. If a higher temperature were used., silicon contami-
nation from the ampoule might become a problem; altern:atively·, if 
a lower temperature were used, the amount of Ga.P would b·e so :1.ov" 
that only small crystals would be grown [30]. 
* The Cajon ultra-torr fitting was purchased from Penn 'Valve-' & Fit ti f;_ g Co1np any . 
and purities of the raw material .is presented i_n. section IV. 
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The ampoule was connected to the vacuum station by tn.~: ultra-
torr fitting shown in Figure 5, After pumping down to 10-6 torr, the a.Ilic-
* 
poule was back filled with ultra high purity N2 through. valve. A to 
t ' . a mosp11eric pressure. The system was pumped down a second time to 
-6 10 torr and 1,.;as then backfilled with ultra high purity n2 to one 
atmosphere through valve B. The ampoule was placed into the Marshall 
furnace in the bake out position shown in Figure 5 and baked out 
at 900°c for 10 minutes [ 30]. (Care was taken to prevent the grm ·of t:rr.~ 
ampoule from rising above 50°c). The ampoule was evacuated a third 
time to 10-6 torr and then backfilled with N2 . The last pump clown was 
to 10-6 torr. It was then baked out a second t,ime at 900°c fo.r 10 
minutes in the same position as before. In order- ·to"reduce water y~por 
and T)erT:1i t outgassing, the ampoule was pumped on over:Qight',. The next. 
day ·the a.mucule was vacuum sealed. Then the Zn. and ·Ga·o. were mixed . ... · · 2 3 · · · . 
vi.th the Ga and GaP by tipping the ampoule. 
The crystals were grown in a temperature gradient to· prevent 
homogeneous nucleation. Figure 6 shows the temperature p:t'O:file in which 
the crystals were grown to be a 25°c gradient from the bt,ttom: of the 
! ampoule to the top, so that the crystals woul 1d nucleate ,at the bot·tom·,. 
Experimental results have shown that this gradient reduces voids and 
liquid Ga inclusions in the GaP single crystals ~ncl- prodJ,Ices large 
single crystals [30]. 
* The N2 and H2 were purchased from Matheson S.:ci.ent·i:fic. Inc. 
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For the crystal growth operation, the vacuum s·eal:e.d amt>"Oule was 
placed into the cold furnace. The furnace was then t11rned on and 
0 
· . 0 allowed to reach 11 75 C at the bottom of the ampoule ( 1200 C at the 
top). 0 It was held at 1175 C for 7 hours. Then the Trend Track* was 
?-programmed to cool at 5°c per hour down to 800°C and at :200°C per 
hou.r to room temperature. A£ was indicated before, the actual temp-
erature was moni tared by 5 thermocouples placed ~t l i'.nc_l.i, :i.ntervals 
'i 
up from the bottom of the ampoule. 
In order to recover the single crystals the ampow_e_ w:as broke·n 
open and the excess liquid Ga was poured ·of.:f_~ The charge .was: 
placed in nitric acid and boiled slowly :rctt 5 .·minutes. It '\f8.S 
then rinsed thoroughly with deionized wa.ter.: After rinsi;r1g, ·the 
charge was then boiled slowly in a 50..;5Q volume s:oluti•on. of H.Cl and 
deionized water for 4-8 hours in order to dis-s:o,lve the (}a. Finally, 
the crystals were rinsed thoroughly in- dei·oniz.ed water·. A :photo-
graph o:f the ampoule, charge, and a recovere·d s·i.pgle crystal of 
GaP is shown in Figure 8. 
Potentially good crystals were selected and lapp:e.d _on· -6.ne ~.ide 
with M302 ( 20 micron) Al2o3 abrasive** to develop a flat ar.ea~ :a.n.d 
then mounted on a lapping jig with glyclo-phthalate***, a iow 
melting point wax. The second face was lapped successively with. 
M302 ( 20 micron) and M305 (15 micron) Al2o3 abrasive to approxim.at.ely· 
* 
** 
Purchased from Leeds and Northrup 
Purchased from American Optical 
*** Purchased :from Aremco Products, Inc. 
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.015 inches thick. The sa.mples'were then polished :w::ttn 3. micron 
and .1 micron diamond polishing compound respectively. :The samples 
were cleaned with Alconox,* deionized water, and acetone. 
The samples that were used for optical measurements' we:re then 
cut with an ultrasonic grinder in the shape of a clover- lett:f. A ·pho--· 
tograph of the tool configuration and a clover le·a+' c11t: samp:1~- a.re 
shown in Figure 9. 
After cleaning the samples thoroughly ( see Appendj x B) :a film 
of Si0 2 , 3500 i thick, was R.F. vacuum sputtered on both s'ides ol' 
the sample in a Mathis SP 310 Sputtering Module. -A f'ev .o .. :r: the. . . 
. 
. . . 
samples "\-rere anisotropically etched with aq_ua :r"(=:gi:e; to·r· 'l5 s.econdfr 
. and exrunined for pin holes but none were detected. The S·i02: was: , sputtered on both sides of the sample to redu.ce out dif:fusiqn 'O;t 
components such as Zn , 0 2 and P ~ and to reduce contato5 nati:on [ 3,.iJ. 
As discussed in a latter section, the Si02 film shoul.d als:6 $tre.ngthen 
-, 
the samples and reduce surface degradation • 
The annealing was performed with the s ~e ~ca.,u.ipme:1.it. th-at w·as 
used for crystal growing. The furnace was :s however, adjusted :t:o 
have a 4 inch :flat zone in the middle at 4oo0 c, -60()°C, .o·r· :9.ot1°c:..; 
~ . 
. . 
The samples were loaded into a quartz test tube and c·onne·c·ted to the 
vacuum station by a Cajon ultra-torr fitting and ~va.cuated to 10-6 
* Purchased from Carco Chemical Company 
l 
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torr. The system was then back filled to 1 atII1osphere with ultra 
high purity argon* that was brought through valve A as· shown in 
Figure 5. After closing the valves the samples were ann·,ealed at·. 
the desired temperatures and times. 
Once the annealing cycle was completed, the· tEfS:.t ·t:,ul;i~ ·wi.t,h 
the samples inside, was plunged into tap water-· fo:r a :r?,pid quench 
that ,,rould hopefully freeze in some non-equilib:rium number of Zn-0 
complexes determined by the annealing cycle. The anneal time was 
cie:fined as that time that the samples were within 2% of ··the -an·n·e.al 
temperature as approximated by a thermocouple :I>'la.ced in the 
furnace adjacent to the system. 
=, 
·., 
.. 
* Purchased f'rom Matheson Scientific~ Inc. 
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III RESISTIVITY AND HALL EFFECT, PHOTOLUMINESCENT SPECTRAL RESPONSE AND PliOTOLUMINESCENT EFFICIENCY 
The resistivity and the Hall effect measurements were mad.e oti 
nominally rectangular plates of uniform thickness by the. van der Pauw[32] 
techr1ique. Visual examination indicated that the samples were 
homogeneous with :few voids or inclusions. The contacts were p_l$c·ea at 
the edge of the sample opposite each other at the center of the sides 
of the rectangle. The actual contact was formed. by discharging a :iµf 
capacitor through Be-Cu contacts to make ·a 1f'elded joint. The expression 
for resistivity is as follows: 
p ~d VCD/IAB+VDA/IBC 
ln 2 
VCD/IAB where f is a function of the ratio 
VDA/1BC relation 
-
-
VCD/I.AB 
f 
VDA/IBC 
only and satisfies 
• 
(:6) 
the 
(:7) 
p is the specific resistivity, d is the thicknes.s, and V and. ·1. 
·CD .. ,· AB 
are voltages and currents as described in the o.ri.g:Ln:al. pape·r by v~n: 
der Pauw ( 32 ] . 
A current of .5 ma was supplied by a constant current I)ower supply, 
and was monitored by a Rawsen, model# 7632, de a;mmeter (Figure 10). 
A Hevlett Packard, model 130C, scope was used to verify tbat, -gooq. 
or:mic contacts had been made on the samples before t_he measur.ements 
were made. Since four contacts were necessary, all four voltage 
drops were measured in order that two resistivity measurements could 
be calculated for each sample for a consistency check. The voltages 
were read by a Dana, model 5400, digital voltmeter. 
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The Hall mobility was determined by mea.sur-i_ng the change in. 
voltage '1 V AC when a magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the 
sample. Both the forward and reverse volt:ages. were, rea-d t-~o elimj~n.&te 
the inherent potential difference of the, t:wo po:i-nt:s. The, Hall 
mobility is given by 
: ... : 
.(·_ .. g·.· ... )_: 
where B is the magnetic induction and 6 V AC is the chahg_e o~f voltage 
due to the magnetic field. A 5000 gauss magnetic fie·1a was. obtained 
by a power supply designed by R. V. Gordman of. BTL,. Tl)~ magnet: h~d 
v 
3 inch diameter faces and had a 2 inch gap. The ,,same constant c1.1rJ:.ent·· 
power supply was used to supply a current of . 5 Dia :and the 
same ammeter was used for moni taring the current. ·'J'he vo]~ta.ges were 
·• read with the Dana digital voltmeter Again , co,nsi,s-t::ency· :che'C:ks · ( 
were made on all the samples since four vol.t,age c-1:tq;ngeis: we:r;.e read. 
The Hall coefficient, R, was calc:ula.ted from the re_s>istivi ty 
and the mobility. 
R = JJHP 
Knowing the Hall coefficient, the carrier concentration. was. 
calculated. 
n = 1/qR e 
Once the data had been taken, it was used as. tnput :data for 
a Fortran program. 
The excitation source for the pllotolilIDinescent spectra measure-
ments was a Coherent Radiation, model 52, 2 watt argon laser. A 
photograph or the optical equipment is shown in Figure 11 and a 
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schematic of the photoluminescent spect:ra exi:uipttLent. i.s shown in · · 
Figure 12. The ·4sso 1t line was used for excitation of the sample and 
it has a beam diameter of 1. 6 millimeter with a beam divf=r_gence of . :5. 
.. 
milliradians. The output power was monitored by a Coherent Radiati.on,. 
model 235, light sampler. The sampler split off 2% of the beam. by 
pass 1 ng the laser beam through a semi-reflective plate. Th.e ·2% of the 
light that was reflected from the :front surface. of the· ·plate s:trilck a 
Si solar panel that was monitored by a Dynascience, mo.del 3:30 ~ digital 
ammeter. The remaining part of the beam that wa.s. pa.ss~·d through the 
plate of the sampler was directed by mirrors, unt.il it str.uc·k: th~ .$ample 
which was located in a sample holder in the low t·emperature Jani·.s_ 
dewar. The light path from the laser to the sample. in the dewar is 
shown in the photograph. The measurements were .ma.de at li.quid N2 
tempe1~ature in order to obtain better resolution. The sample ·holder: 
had a hole slightly smaller than the center portion o:f. ·tb.e olove:r 
leaf. 
The luminescent energy emitted by the sample pass·e:d thrcrµ~h a 
filter in order to remove any laser light (all light be.l..ow 5500 ~), 
and was then focused by the lens , onto the s1i t e.ntrance. ·O:f the 
monoch.romator The Spex 1800M, 3/4 meter Czerny Turner monc'>-c.hromatcJr 
has a resa.lution capability of .09i to .l~ at 63~. When the: s:lits 
widtl1s were opened to 1000 microns during the experimentation; the 
re sol tit ion was lOlt. The Bausch and Lomb grating has 1200 lines/mm. 
The stepping motor for scanning was capable of stepping in .05i 
increments, but the actual steps used during experimentation were 1oi. 
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An ITT FW 118 photomultiplier tube was 1.lsed it1 co:n,junction with 
the photon counting equipment designed by H. Pruett of Western Electri:e~ 
Company, Engineering Research Center, to detect the i·ntensity· of 
luminescent light output of the sample. The useful range o:f the, 
photomultiplier tube extends beyond the 6oooi -ll,ooo){ rang:e usecl i.n. 
exne:r- 1 .E1entation. In order to reduce dark current noise (t,hermionic· 
eroi ssior1 from the cathode) , the photomultiplier tube was .cooled~ to 
0 
-20 C by a photomultiplier tube cooling housing. 
The photons emitted by the sample, when the sample. was·. ·excit~:d by 
the laser, struck the cathode of the photomultiplier tube. which ·was 
biased at 2000 volts. The pulse that arrived at the 1·ast stage of' the 
photomultiplier tube was amplified by a two stag·e preamplifier as shown 
·\~ . 
' ,., .. ~' ,, 
in Figure 13. The first stage of the preamplifier acted. as .a. "-c.:ca.:1;>'a·cit'.anc~ 
buffer" and eliminated the need of subsequent clipping· to re.duce RC 
decay time to an acceptable level. The second st:ag.e was a. complementary 
follo,.rer with low input capacitance, low output i·mpedance,,, and :a gain in 
excess of .95. 
A Hewlett Packard, model 5216A, electronic counter which permitted 
frequency-ratio measurements with "multiple periods averaged" was used 
as the control center of the preset count typ~ p.ho:tofi c911nting system. 
The monochroffiatcr was set at the initial wavelen.gth, 6oooi, and. 
the electronic cour ~er was turned on to initiate a cyqle. When ·the 
preset number of counts of 10,000 had been reached, the elect·ron.ic 
counter sent a "print" command to the data acquisi tiorr test set whi.c:,h 
recorded the time on a magnetic tape. The data acquisition test set 
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has a Hewlett Packard 2547 A data coupler that is connected to a 
Kennedy magnetic tape recorder. Simultaneously a s·ignal was sent. to 
the preset counter which controlled the stepping motor that advanced 
the monochromator in 10~ steps. H.old off commands were sen;t. t·o the 
counter· when data was being recorded and when the monoqn:romator wa..s 
being advanced. Once the hold-off command had been remove·:d, the n·ext 
signal pulse initiated a new cycle. This process con.tin'ued ·unt.i·l t,fie,. 
60001( - 11, oooi spectral range had been reco~d.ed·. 
-
rrhe photon counting equipment that wa.$ used :has :s~ve.r.al. improve-, 
ments over previous light detection systems. First , coun\ing di,screte 
\ 
~. 
,, 
\ 
photons gives a better signal to noise ratio than current detection 
systems. Appendix C explains the theory of photon. count:ing. as well ·a:s 
giving an example showing the improved signal to noise ratio for 
photor1 counting. Second, by counting a fixed number of pUlses rather 
than usir1g a fixed time, a tremendous saving of time is insured . 
Usints f-i xed interval photon counting, the time interval, • T , 1S 
determined by the length of time required to acquire: a given signal to: 
noise ratio for the weak.est signal that is expected. ·r·r the signal 
rate were increased one hundred times, the same length o:f time is-
.· \, ... 
still required for each measurement interval. If a fixed. number :of 
pulses are counted to give a certain signal to noise ratio, 'it ·would 
take considerably less time to count at a wavelength with high light 
intensity than it would to count at a wavelength of low light intensity,. 
" The signal to noise ratio can be calculated from the relation 
that is developed in Appendlx C: ;_;· 
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The number of counts taken was 10,000 which gave a s:ign~ t.o nois;e. 
ratio of 50 when the signal was of the same intensity as th:e· noise-. 
This was the worst case encountered in experimentation. 
Since time cannot be measured directly with an electroni;c. 
counter, the number of time units 10-5 seconds long in .a given pe.riod., 
n2 , were counted :for the length of time it took to -C!.oti.nt 10 ,·000 s:igrtal 
pulses, n1 , from the photomultiplier tube. n. was: recorde:d on ~ mag-2 
netic tape of the data acquistion test set. Th.e data from. the m.agne.tic 
tape was used as input data for the Fortran program. The: ·_program. c.al-
culated the intensity from the relation: 
f2nl (10 5) (10 4) ,l09 r - rd - rd - r - - - - - ·-s n2 n2 n. •'•d 2: 
where • the signal rate, f2 
• the electroni,:c, r lS is s c.ounter :time ·bas~ 
which was eq_ual to 105 Hz, n1 is the number of signal counts made, and 
rd is the dark count rate. After every spectral run, .n2 :w.as r·e.oorded 
for the dark current by closing the exit slit of the :moho;chromator .. 
This number was manually inserted into the program and. it was reduce.d. 
by the computer to rd by using the relation: 
f2nl 
r =-d • n2 
The program also corrected for the nonlinear spectr·al response 
of the monochromator and the photomultiplier tube. This calibrati.on 
' was performed by scanning the light ouput of a·EPl-1357 Eppley sta.ndaxd 
lamp. After each data point had been calibrated and the inten~i.ty 
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calculated, the program normalized the data. The :final part of ·the 
program punched a paper tape that was run through a Digital Equipment 
Cor1Joration PDP-9 computer to obtain a graph of the record_ed spectra 
on a Calcomp plotter. Before making spectral measurements the J.af3er 
optics and the system optics were adjusted :for maximum _ltJmj,nescenc·e .. 
The output power of the laser was then adjusted in order th~t the 
·"-
counter would be counting approximately 500,000 pulses./s~.cond (this 
included dark current pulses and pulses due to sample luminescence) 
at a wavelength of 69002., the peak intensity. I:f the number of 
pulses being cou~ted in a short time interval is too large, the: co1ant·er 
would not be able to discriminate between some :o:f the puls:eS: which 
vou.ld result in part of the pulses not being cour.ite._ci. On. the other 
hand, if the number of pulses being counted in a short t·ime ::interval:. 
is too srriall, it would take an unreasonable length o:f time to· s.ca.rl 
the spec-r,rum. By using 500,000 counts/second, there were -le.ss than 
2 per cent of the pulses not counted as determined by· t11.e ·re-lat":i~dn 
-ta F = 1-e 
where F is the fraction of pulses not counted, t i$ the r-is·e time o_f 
the counter, ( 40 nanoseconds) , and a. is the ,numbe:r- of ·-pulse:s: be·ing . 
- counted, (500,000 pulses/second) [33]. 
The photol11rni nescent efficiency was measured with· a pllo.tol11mi nescen~ 
test set shown in the photograph o:f Figure ll (black box in f'oregroup.d) 
and in Figure 14. the sample was placed on a transparent platform in 
the middle of a reflective cavity that was enclosed in a light-proof 
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black box. The laser beam entered the black box _and was. focused by· 
a lens on a semi-reflective prism that split the beam. into two p&rt.s. 
The first part of the beam struck a calibrated S·i solar cell which 
was used to monitor the input power. The solar cell was calibrated 
with an Eppley thermopile, number 9296. The remainder of the lase-:r~ 
beam struck the sample. The luminescent energy emitted by tpe 
sample was measured by a calibrated Si solar cell f).anel consis,t:i.ng of 
30 individual solar cells. The s·olar ce·11 panel was. calibrated with 
a GaP light emj tting diode hanng _:a. l\1rnine.scent efficiency of 
1. 06% which was supplied by J. Jayson :of .Bel'i Telephone Laboratq:,r_ies •' 
Once the solar cell monitor and solar ce-11 panel had been 
• calibrated, the external quantum efficiency, 11·, could be cale:u.lated 
from the equation: 
_ photons out_ 
n - photons in -
AV 
'Sep= 
B V 
scm 
]' 
where A is the constant of calibration used to de.termi.n.¢ q-utput ·power:, 
V is the voltage of the solar cell panel, B is ,t'he. c.-o:nst":t:tnt· of scp 
calibration used to determine input power, and Vs:cm :iJ,· ·the v6.:Lt .. ~.e o·:r, 
the solar cell monitor. 
The constant A takes into effect the los·se$ of t·he- refiect·it1g 
cavity and the solar cell panel calibr~t·ion. '11lle output power of :a 
diode [34] can be written: 
-
-
TJD1nhc 
~e 
= 18. 58% mw 
where <I> = output power of the diode, 
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1.06 %, calibrated diode erficiency, 
lOma, current into the diode, 
-34 6.63 X 10 joule•second, Planck's 
3 X 108m/second, speed of light, 
c.onstarrt,. 
...... · ........ ' 
~ = 7100 J\, average output wavelength of the diode, 
-19 
e = 1.6 X 10 - amp•second, charge o:f an electron.· . 
Once ¢ has been calculated, A can be determined tram tl:ie :following 
eouation: 
-
A -
V' 
scp 
- 1 .. ,86:4% mw/mv 
where V' (9.97 mv) was the voltage reading of the, solw cell :Pa.hel scp 
when the diode was placed in the sample positiqrr with 10 ma of current 
passing through it. 
The constant B takes into ,~·ff~ct the solar ce.ll m~)n.it{)r· c:al.ibra-
tion and can be written 
V' V 
B sec ~ 
.689 mw {·J~8) - -- -V V' 8TP mv scm SC 
where V' = 10.6 mv, the voltage of the stand;ard solar cell in the sec 
sample position when illuminated with part of the laser beam 'Split by 
the prism, 
VTP = .269 mv, the voltage of the Eppley thermopile When placed 
in front of the black box and illuminated with the l!1$e,r, 
V = . 580 mv, the voltage of the monitor in the black box -when scm 
illuminated with part of the split light from the laser beam, 
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V' 5 c= 15.08 mv, the voltage of the standard solar ~ell pla.ce:d, 
in front of black box when ill1Jmi nated with the l_.a$er beam,. 
STP = . 472 mv /rrrw, the sensi ti vi ty of t.he. Epp.1~~Y 1th.erm.9pi._.::Le. 
supplied by Eppley. 
All the voltages were measured by a Hewlett Pack$.Xd, model 
419A ,DC null voltmeter that was interconn~cted to a Fluke·, model 
8100A, digital multimeter to give an accurate digital readout. The 
solar cell leads were reversed and the two readings were averaged to 
eliminate residual voltages. Several mea·surelile:nts· were made and.- the 
values were averaged. 
Before any measurements were taken, the e)q)eriment~. -s:amples: 
were set to a "time equal zero condition" ( t = 0:) by anp~aling at.: 
900°c TOr 10 ·nutes mi . Both :photol11mi nescent efficien.cy a:n:d spec"yra. 
measu.I'ements were made after every anneal cycle. One :gro_up: .of' (f>:a.rnple·s· 
was annealed at 4oo 0 c in 30 minute increments up 't9 t = ·4. ·hours: 
( total anneal time). The anneal cycle was then continued i·n fou.::r, 
hour increments to 24 hours. A second set of sam.p.les was annealed. i.n 
four hour increments to t = 12 hours at 6oo·0 c. A few uncoated samples 
were annealed in l5 minute increments tot -- l hour and then in four 
hour increments tot= 12 hours. After measurements at t = l2. hours ·· ,. . 
. 
. ' 
the samples were etched in a solution of l part concentrated H2so4_~ 
1 part 3% H2o2 and 3 parts H20 :for three minutes and measured ag.ain 
to deterrnine degradation. A final experiment was performed to 
determine if the initial (t = 0) condition could be reset . . All bf . 
the photoluminescent efficiency and spectra measurements were made 
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by exciting the sample with the 4880 ){ line of the laser·. 
efficiency measurements were made at room temperature but t.ne: s11ec:tra ·· 
0 measurements were made at 77 K . 
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IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Several samples of the raw materials purchased. and the s.olut:ion 
I 
grown crystals were analyzed by optical emission spectroscopy employing: 
a d-c arc technique with at least 20 mg of each sample being analyzeg.. 
Table I gives the analysis for each sample and Table II gives all of 
the impurities checked. 
The raw materials were found to have· mo·r.e- imput·i.tie:s than th.e 
analysis supplied with the material. The zinc was purchas:ed from United 
Mineral and Chemical as being 99. 9999% pure. Up.on. e.xamiriation the zinc 
was found to have a heavy trace of copper an:d sever·a:l t:rape impurities 
as shown in Table I. 
It was :found by emission spectroscopy that the gallium o~ide 
purchased from Alusuisse as being 99 .9999% pure had a heavy t:r·ace: of. 
phosphorus, a trace o:f silicon and magnesium, and a ti:r1e t.,r:a}c:e: of 
"' 
several impurities as indicated in Table I. 
The polycrystalline gallium phosphide ·that wa~ purchas·e·d _front 
Monsanto as being 99. 9999% pure was found to hav-e heavy traces of 
magnesium and al1Jmi num, and fine traces of :several impuritie:s as 
indicated in Table I. 
Emission spectroscopy did not show any impurities in "t:h.e gal~ium.. 
purchased from Alusuisse as being 99.9999% pure. 
The solution grown gallium phosphide single crystals had. only 
barium and chroruiwn as fine trace impurities that were not found fn the · 
raw material ( Table I) . .Al J of the other impurities could be attributed 
to the raw materials. In fact, magnesium and al11mi num were reduced 
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considerably by the growth process. These results were verified by 
examining more of the raw materials and solution grown: ccy·s·tais, 
Emission spectroscopy did not reveal any detectable· los.s- ·of z·inic 
0 when one sample was annealed at 900 C for 30 minutes. 
X-ray methods were used to identify both the compositi9:q; a.nd 
orientation of the grown crystals. Debye-Scherrer pattern.s reveale<i 
the samples to be gallium phosphide. ,Laue photographs confirmed tJJ.at 
the were gallium phosphide single crystals wi t.h t-}1e face$ 
be]. r1c· r,,.:;y,,:::.-11 °1 to a (111) plane. .. - D .:-· L ..... -. i...._..._. __ -- '-
Res isti vi ty and Hall effect measurements were ·tnade.· qn. :five- ~-aiq;ples 
as shown in Table III. Each resistivity measurement lil 'Tia.ble: ·IV 
represents an average value of the four different. measure!llents m:a,de on 
each sample. The precision of measurement of each .sample was determined. 
from the percentage difference in resistivity from the average 
resistivity calculated. .As can be seen, sample #2 has tbe high.~st 
percerrtage difference, 0. 22%. The resistivity of the five samp]_e:s 
vari 12:J f:ron1 0.0854 ohm•cm to 0.228 ohm·cm with an average resisti,.vi:ty of 
0.129 ohm· crn for all the samples. The average Hall coe:f:fic.ient was ·8.61 
cc/coulomb and the range was 4.7 cc/coulomb to l2' .. ·l cc/coulomb. One of 
the samples showed Hall measurements have a percentage difference :of 
60%. * The average carrier concentration. was 8'.:10 X 1017 /cc with a range 
from 5.17 X 1017 /cc to 13.3 X 1017 /cc. The m.ob,ility varied :from :50.0 
cm2/volt·sec to lll.6 cm2 /volt•sec with an average!mobility of 
* 1,bst of this variation can be explained by the small change in volt_age· due ~-~C· t11e magnetic field as compared to the large .potential difference of t~:cc: s2.n1ple, i.e., reading µv on amv scale. This situation couldb·e rect 1 ::·-i eci by~ nulling the potential difference of the sample with a "buckingn voltage. 
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70.0 cm2/volt·sec. This difference irt carrier concentration arid 
mobility probably accounts for the differences in quantum efficiency 
observed on the measured samples. The values of ,Carri.er concentration 
and mobility are consistent with the values of solution grown crystals 
published in the literature [35]. 
As can be seen from Figure 15, the external quantum ef.;f'ioiet1cy· of 
sample H-140, coated with a thin Si02 film increased rapidly wi_tll: 
anneal time at a 4oo 0 c. A peak in total quantum eff.ic .. ie·ncy· w~s :re.a.ch·erd 
after a11 a.nr1ealing time of one hour that was over three time·$ gr~ate:r 
thari tl1e as quenched ( t=O) efficiency. In order to veri_fy' the: 
phenomena, several other samples were analyzed and they exhibited this 
same short time, low annealing temperature efficien~y peak (Table V) • 
This efficiency pealt will be discussed later. The efficiency decre.ased 
rapidly from one hour to two hours, reaching its lowest value .after 
four i1ours of annealing. A second efficiency peak was reached afte:r 
16 hours of annealing, which was almost four times greater than the as. 
quer1c}1ecl efficiency. There was a slight degradation in effici~ncy as 
tir.:e of ar1neal was increased beyond 16 hours. Based on the data for 
the othe1~ san1;;les studied, the efficiency curve was smooth between 8: 
and 16 hours of annealing. 
By referring to Figures 16 thru 18 which· show the normalized 
intensity plotted as a function of wavelength for t=O, t=4 hour$, and 
t=20 hours respectively, it can be seen that :for sample ~-H-l4o·, ami'ealed 
at 4oo°C,the emission of the infra-red intensity (92001) is decreasing 
vith annealing time while the emission of the red peak (6900 i) is ' L I. ,. ' 
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relatively unchanged. As was discussed earlier, the infra-red emi·s.sibt'i 
is the result of ionized oxygen donors re.combining with ionized zinc 
acceptors, while the red emission at 77°K (l·iqu:id. n·itrogen temperature) 
is the result of exciton recombination. The :area ·under the curv.e· was 
measu1-ed for both the red emission and the infra-red :emission and thE=:i'r 
ratios are recorded in Table VI. In Figure 19, the integrate.d 
intensity ratio is plotted as a function of annealing time :at 4,0o0 c. ,.fo·r 
sample H-140. There was a 36% increase. j_n the int.ens.ity r·atio for t·he 
first fou.r hours of' annealing. From four hours t.q twenty h<:>¥.r.s of 
annealing the red to infra-red intensity ratio incre-ased by aimos.t 8 
times. Beyond twenty hours of annealing the intensit:y· ratio inc:re·as.ed 
by less than 10%. 
A. second se~ of samples were studied at art ·a.nnealing temper:atut~ 
of 6oo0 c. Quantum efficiency is presented in T:able VII, ari:-d q.1+antum 
efficiency versus annealing time for sample H--1:21 ·is p:lotted. in 
Figure 20. After the first anneal cycle of· tour h9.1.i-rs-, the ·e:f:fi,ciency 
had 1 ... eached its maximum value. Upon further annealing a :v~ry sli,gp.t 
degradation was observed on some of the samples. ·There -~re two· 
important differences between the 4oo0 c anneal and the 600°-C annec1.l 
( excluding the short time peak at 4oo0 c). First., it took ·1es.s ·t,p,an 4 
hours to reach the peak efficiency at 600°c' -while it took 16 }10.ur.s to 
reach the peak efficiency at 4oo 0 c. Second, the ~ff.ici:ency in:c·re,ased 
by 3.8 times at 4oo0 c, but it only increased 1.75 tim·es at. 6'.00·°C. It 
took lor1ger to reach the peak efficiency, but the it1c-reas:e in ef.ficien·cy· 
was greater at 4oo 0 c than at 600°c . 
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The normalized emission intensity is plotted as a :f1U1c.t.idn o.f 
I wavelength for sample H-121 annealed at 6oo0 c fo.r four hour·s 
( Figure 21) . The integrated intensity ratio <:>.f the: red. to -infra-red 
emission was measured for several samples and the :data is pre·se·nted in 
Table \TIII. In Figure 22 the corresponding ratio is plotted versus 
ar1.r1e2.1 ing time for sample H-12l. Within four hours t.b.e intE=nsity 
ratio had reached 98% of its maximum value. It. t·ook less than four 
hours for the intensity ratio to reach an equ:ilibriun1 value ~t 600°:c: 
while it took more than 20 hours for· the equilibrium value to. be· 
reached at 4oo 0 c. Second, the intensity. r:atio increa.s.ed l4 time:s ·at 
4oo0 c, but it increased only four times at 6oo°C .. 'I'he :400 .. 0 c .$.fineal.ing 
temperature had a larger intensity ratio than the 60o0 c E.tnile.aling 
terri.perature, but the lower temperature took longer to reach an equili ..... 
. bri u.r:. cor:cer1tration of complexes than the higher temperature. The 
relatior1sl11 D between the quantum efficiency and the iintensity· ratio. will. 
be discussed later . 
The photol11mi nescent spectra measurements exhibi,te·cl the .. s:a.rne trend 
that On ton and Lorenz [ 24] reported for electroluniine·s-¢·ent. sp_e·c~:ra 
measurements although there were some experimental, diffe.renc:es·... It 
should be remembered, however, that Onton and :Lorenz studied di.odes qy 
electroluminescence rather than bulk material by pbotol11mine.scence. 
They made their measurements at l25°C after a 6oo0 c anneal cycle ·wit~~-. 
.. . 
. 
out correcting for the spectra response of the spe-ct.roroeter. .Al"tho,11gb.. 
they did not coat their samples with protective ~ilms of Si02.~ th.eir 
samples were etched in aqua regia after every heat treatment to 
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minimize effects caused by surface conditions. Onton and L<1renz not 
only observed a change of electrol11mi nescent emission from the i-nf·ra-
red peak to the red peak at 6oo0 c, .. but they also reported an increase 
in electr·ollLrninescent efficiency. This increase in total efficien-cy i·s 
consister1t i;./i th the ex-perimental results obtained for photol11mi nescent 
efficiency in the present investigation. 
As was mentioned eat-lier the emission: p·ea.k at ·6.9o.oi (red) is 
attributed to exciton recombination, while the emission ·peak at 92oo·i 
is attributed to an ionized oxygen donor recombining with an ionized 
zinc acceptor (infra-red).* The equilibrium number of Zn-0 complexes 
that formed will depend on the annealing temperature. The calculation. 
of the equilibrium number of Zn-0 complexes formed in GaP. for: different 
temne1·2.tt1r·es using a discrete lattice approach has been ·developed by 
J. Wile)r [36] from a method used by Lidiard [37] for tne c-alcul·ation 
of ion-vacancy complexes in NaCl. 
In the simplest model, formation of Zn.-0 complexes is pr.omot~cl 
by the cou.lomb attraction between the zinc and oxygen, but is 01;,pose-d 
by the randomizing thermal process in the system. The Helmholtz ·Free 
Energy, F, is given by 
F - E - TS - E - kTlnW ())8). .•. 
* Recentl~r R.N. Bhargava~ BTL, has indicated in an art·ic'l·e to be p'liD.l~ . .:;~:·~~ _i ·t:·1c1t the infra-red emission is the result of a bound electron at .~i.r. ·-=·=:.--~i~::1 ::;i te r·ecombini ng with a free hole in the valence band. Tr~is ~ .. t()Ul,l n.ot change the results or the interpretation of the results.,. if tr1is were the true infra-red recombination mechanism. 
-------------~~ 
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where Wis the number of distinguishable wa:ys of constructing ·the 
system, and Eis the total energy of the system which, for the time 
being, will be taken to be solely the coulomb interact:ion ~-nergy of the 
Zn-0 complexes. The total energy, E, is defined as 
E = 
where P1 is the concentration of Zn-0 complexes ("fi.rst: n.eighbor 
pairs"), e is the electronic charge, t is the dielectric_ constant, and 
a1 , is the Zn-0 separation distance. The entropy term, W., is given PY'" 
'P.,-1 
l. 
FI S=O 
(N-8) 
(N-P 1) l ( 20)· w = 
• 
The first bracketed term is the number of distinct ways of 
• pl • • the lattice by putting member of the pair· 
arranging pairs in one on 
of the I'1 sites of sublattice and the othe·r me:m.be..r of. t,-he . ... 
one one pair 
on one of the z1 nearest-neighbor sites o·f tn.e opposite sublattice (-,f-or 
t. GaP z1 = 4). Having placed the P1 pairs, there :a.re now [N - NA] Ga atoms 
and NA - P1 acceptors to be placed on the N ~ P1 vacant Ga sites. The 
number of distinct ways of filling these Ga sites is given :~n the. 
second bracketed term. The third term applies to the N - P11 remaining 
P sites in analogy to the Ga sites. By substituting Eqs. (1 9) and (20) 
into 2q. (18) and by minimizing F by setting dF/dP1 = 0, the· equilibrium 
concentration of Zn-0 pairs, P1 , is 
N exp 
2 
e 
.. 
Stirling's approximation and the approximation P1<<N (an e.:xce:llent· 
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approximation since N '.:::: 2.5 X 1022 sites/cm3 and P1 is of the ordei;' 
the doping level which is typically 101 8 atoms/cm3) was used. 
:or·: 
. - . -~ 
Until now only first neighbor pairs, P1 and coulombic inter13;c:tions 
between paired ions have been considered. Two generalizations are easy 
at this point. The "unpaired" ions interact with each other and this 
energy should be included in E. · The easiest way t·o han:<U.e th~s .-is, ·-
to calculate exElicitly the fraction of ions paired as fi.rst, second., 
third, ... , nth neighbors and then allow the remaining. ions to .ihte.ract 
Yith each other in a collective or Debye-Hiickel atmosphere (the+ ions 
tend to cluster around the - ions and vice-versJi thus lowering the total 
energy) [37-38]. 
Eq. ( 20) can be rewritten for the e~lici t calculation of pai.rs 
out to \th neighbors as follows: 
w -
-
where 
1 
n 
j=l 
Z P. 
. J J 
P.-1 
rl ( N-S-(3) 
S=O 
p. ! 
J 
13 = E P 
k=l k 
2 [ ( N-8) ! il . ·.c:22): 
.. 
• 
The total energy of the system can be written in th·e· .. form 
l 
E -
- -L 
j 
2 P.e 
J 
aj -+ 
where EDH is the Debye-Huckel term 
{24-J 
that depends on t:he number .of ione 
paired and hence must be included in an iterative or self-qonsisteilt 
wa:y. The Debye-Hlickel energy term is developed in reference [37]. It 
is easy to include the free holes in EDH (they are charged and hence 
! 
l 
i 
; 
\ 
.J 
,( 
' 
• 
.... 
·..; 
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interact with the charged donors and acceptors) and to include the 
effects of screening by holes and unassociated io:ns. This latte·r effect 
. . . . . ....... . 
is small at typical doping levels and has not been incl:µd.e.d in. the 
calculations performed so far. 
By making use of Stirling's approximation and. P1((m-· as dq.ne be;f'Ore 
it can be sho~m that, for j = 1,2, ... 1, 
where 
P. 
·1 
' 
-
-
I 
z. 
= _J_ exp - n N a j '1' j 
2 
e 
Ea.kT 
d 
. (:2:5) 
(:26.): 
.·• 
The Debye-HU.ckel term serves only to alter aj (lowering it slightly). 
In practice only f'ive shells of neighbors in the e:xpiicit pairing 
(i.e., 1=5), need to be considered. Any ions separated Ry more th.an 
that amount 
are included in the Debye-Huckel n ~tmo.sphE:fr:·e.fi •· r·n 
order to cal.culate P1 observe that 
·c :2-1J-
• 
These ratios are directly calculable (iterative techniques ll.;l:'e' re;qµ:ired) 
. ' 
and allo,.; {J to be written as 
l n. 
fj - pl I: J - P1S - -ni .. k=l 
Thus 
' 
-
-
.. 
-r~9_J 
:.. ·. · . 
• 
• 
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and higher order pairs are easily calcJll.ated from Eq. (2'7·). Fr.om the 
calculations at 900°c the ratio P2 /P1 is less than ,1, P3;e1 is less 
than . 05, etc. which indicates that nearly all pairs are ne-ares·t 
neighbor pairs. At high temperatures Pl itself is sniall an.·d so is :\ih.¢. 
total pairing. The theoretical curve for GaP in Figure 2·3 w.as: ci:W-·GiJ:la.ted 
using Eqs. ( 22) to ( 29) and calculating pairs· explicitly through 5th: 
neighbors. The relevant lattice parameters and neighboring s.ites :·for 
GaP are listed in Table IX. 
Wiley plotted [pairs]/[O] ratio versus tempe.ra.t•u:re- for nomitial 
doping concentrations of 6 X 1016 /cc of oxygen and l :X :to18 /cc of .zinc 
' 
' 
[ 39]. The carrier concentration for the present stu<iies· wa·s measure:d 
17 to be 8 .12 X 10 /cc. The axis was relabeled as t:R/II-R since t'l1e .r.e:d 
emissi 011 is attributed to Zn-0 pairs and the infra-red emiss:ion :i.s 
attributed to ionized oxygen donors to ionized zinc acceptors • 
The integrated intensity ratio ·-for· red emission t:o infra-red 
emission after the equilibrium number of p·ai_rp had b·een f.i)rm.e.d at 4o.o.0 c~, 
6oo0 c, and 900°c were superimposed on the theoretical curve. The 
experimental points were normalized* from the 4oo0 c point_. As c.an. be 
seen from Figure 23, the experimental results are consistent vti_th the 
theoretical curve, and thus further support the pair.etl- :defect :iliodel. 
-----------* The ~,~orE1al~ zation wa8 done by rea:ling. the theoretical I.R/II-R ratio fror.-L l·i:;ui··=" ,-)3 -for 400 C. A normalization factor was caJ.culated~y 
~iv:.'~~:~ :·~c .~.-l-i. l,---:·2.r 1 s cal. culated pair ratio by the measured IR/II-R at 4oo0 c. 'l'he !l·;J:c:-:".cal i z2,t i or1 ·factor was then multi plied by the measurea. IR/1I-B ratios at 6oo0 c and 900°c and the respective numbers were plot (.;ea:. 
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It also supports the assumption that only short range effects need 
to be considered and that the simplifying approximations that were 
made in the development of the theoretical equations ar·e. reasonable. 
By normalizing the experimental points to a point on the the-o.ret·ica.1 
curve, the experimental curve could be the same sh.ape as the th.e:or·et.:i..cal 
curve and could fit quite well even though in actuality the experimental. 
'· 
curve might be shifted to a higher or lower ratio or t .. o ·h:i.gl1er or lower· 
temperature. Furthermore the red/in·fra-red elll.ission ra~io ·:rn.ay de:penci 
not only on the Zn-0 to O concentration .ratio, but a.1$o .o·n. a number- of 
other factors such as lifetime, etc. For these .r~·asons t~he quanti-tative 
agreement obtained by I?-Ormalizing the experimental data :ni:ay 1:>e partia.J__ly 
fortuitous. 
A final experiment was performed t.o· determi:ne if. the· 0·t = 'O 
condition" could be reset. .. · 0 Sample H-140 was an:neale·d at -900. · C for 
30 minutes, then quenched, in an attempt to· re-se.t ·th·e i-nitia.l conditions.'. 
Intensity versus wavelength is plotted in Figure ·24:. On comparing 
Figure 24 with Figure 16, it can be seen that ·the re.set -an.a. the 
original "t = 0 condition" are essentia.lly the .satile-~ The ori.ginal 
integ::cated red/infra-red intensity ratio at the ''t = 0 condition" is 
2. 2 and the reset integrated intensity ratio is 2. 4 At the :pre.sent 
time it is impossible to tell whether the difference is .a r.eal dif'fer~nc-e 
or due to experimental error. The total external quantum efficienqy 
at the initial "t = 0 condition'''. was 0.47% while the efficiency 
of the reset "t = 0 condition" was 0.81%. 
., 
I· 
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If it were assumed that the only change that was occuring in 
annealing was the creation of Zn-0 complexes from the ionized o_:xygen 
and zinc, it would be expected that the total efficiency would not 
change with annealing. There are at leaat three models that can . '.-. . .. - . 
. .- ... 
account for the fact that the total efficiency did in.crease· wi.th. 
annealing time. First, because fewer non .... radiative trans.·itions· <5Cci.Ir.· 
when competing with an exciton recombination than. when competing w.ith 
an ionized donor-to-acceptor recombination.;, the p:robabili ty of an 
exc-i ton I'ecombination is greater than an ion-ized donor-to-acceptor 
recombination [1,21]. As more complexes are formed, the total e:ff"i-- .,. 
ciency 1.-rould increase. Second, there may be interstf:t-ia.l ozyger'.L in 
the crystal that, upon annealing, have enough energy to b·e,come substi-
tutional oxygen impurities [40]. This would not affect the IR/:II-R 
ratio but would increase the total efficiency. Third; it is possibl·e 
that some oxygen compounds exist in the crystal which are dis·aa·sociatoed 
during annealing to form substitutional oxygen impurities. 
It is possible to eliminate the third model because it i.s believed~ 
that there would not be sufficient thermal energy available to· ·break 
up OA--ygen corn}Jou11ds. A complicating factor is the fat!t that the 
spectra measu1'ements must be made at 77°K to clearlY." reso·ive, the·. red. 
and infra-red emission bands, but the efficiency measurements could 
only be made at room temperature with existing apparatus. Since 
results from radiative lifetime and decay time experiments for sulfur 
and silicon [l,21] support the model that the probabili·ty t'or exciton :·· 
recombination is greater than ionized donor-to-ionized aGc·.epto:r 
1 
; 
- l 
[: 
• 
• 
' 
• , 
..... 
~ 
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recombination, it is reasonable to propose this model, to-- e·xpla.:i.J1 th.e 
increased efficiency with annealing time. 
At an annealing temperature of 4oo0 c more complex~$_. a.re formed and., 
according to the model, should result in a larger percentage increas.e 
in total efficiency than is produced at 6oo 0 c. Experimental evidence 
supports this model. The probability model does not explain why the 
•, 
.· 
"t = 0 condition" could be approximately reset t·or the ·e~ssion r&tio . 
measurements but could not be reset for total efficiehc_y m·e:asurernents. 
Annealing at higher tem:perature results _in- creation of -a nigher 
density of vacancies. With such a higher vacancy den:sity, it would be 
more probable for the interstitial oxygen atom to diffuse to a vacant 
lattice site to become a substitution impurity. Since the· pe:r ·cent 
incr·ease in efficiency was smaller at 6oo 0 c than at 400:0 c .. , this mode.J~ 
does :not explain the experimental results. However, it could expl:ain. 
vhy the "t = 0 condition" could be reset for the emission r~ti·o- measure-
ments but could not be reset for efficiency measurements. ·When the 
"t = 0 condition" was reset the newly created subs ti tut_.ion~l impuri t1.e·s 
would not be forced to become interstitial impurities·. B_y· utilizing 
both models, a better explanation of the results cotild be given. 
It was mentioned earlier that a peak in total quantum effic,ieilGY 
4 0 . was observed after one hour of annealing at 00 C for· several samples. 
From the data and the figures, it can be seen that this peak is not 
related to Zn-0 complexes. To further investigate this short t-erm: 
peak several samples were prepared that did not have a Si02 thin. film 
(Table X and Table XI). For these uncoated samples the total 
~ J 
> l ' 
•· .L 
·~ -· 
.0 efficiency decreased during the first hour of :apnealing at 4QO. ·.C:. 
After four hours of annealing, the efficiency was still below the i_p.itj.J:i.1. 
value. Sixteen hours of annealing wer.e -required befor.e th~t -e:f":t'i.oiency 
reached the initial value. Upon etchin_g o·ne sample, the: effici·ency-
increased 18%. Integrated intensity rati·o measurements.: inf.er.red that 
the number of Zn-0 complexes increased with annealing t:·ime; howe,ter, 
the equilibrium number of complexes increased by only a. factor of f·ive: 
CO!ll1JE!.I·ed to a factor of 14 for the coated samples. This r.e.sult-. . . ' . . 
suggests that ef fee ts such as compound formation or thermal surf·ace: 
deg1"'adation reduce the amount of light that can escape fr.om t,:h_e ·s:ampiE=-.-
Presumably, etching removes the old surface or degrated_ sur:fac.e a-rid 
increases the measured efficiency. Emission E>pectroscopy di:d tio:1i 
show a loss of zinc, but it wa.s not possible to che:ck. fo·r los·s· of 
oxygen. Loss of oxygen would result in the f·orrn.;ation o·f fewer com-
plexes, but it is unlikely that oxygen would be lost when zinc is 
evidently not lost. The one hour annealing peak at 4oo0 c i-s· so:µie:how 
caused by the thin Si0 2 film, but no detailed expla.na.tion can 1:>.e: given 
at the present. It should be noted, however, that -sio2 coat:ed sampl·es. 
gave rr101~e reproducible results than uncoated samples and, there·f.cir~ :, 
coatir1g is considered to be a successful method of minimizing the 
surface-condition problem. 
6. 
... 
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V CONCLUSIONS 
Fr.om the investigation of photolilroinescent spectral re--spo·nse:. -i.t· 
was found that at lower temperatures the red/infra-red emis·sion rat:1.,:o_: 
. 
. 
is larger than at higher annealing temperatures. In, addition-, the 
maxin1urr1 ir1tensi ty ratio was reached sooner at high temperatures: than at 
low temper·atures. The experimental results when. compared with the 
theoretical calculations o:f Wiley [36] show the applicability of a. 
paired-defect model and the appropriateness of nea.res.t neighbor 
.. 
approximations. The experimental results are also in. agreement -wi-t-h 
electrol11mi nescent studies made on diodes by Qnton and Lorenz. [:24] -~ 
This supports the model that red emission :frorn. ex.citon Zn--0· c.o:rn..plex~_s. 
is enhanced at the expense of' inf'ra-red emissio:n. 
Other models were proposed to explain the remaind_e-r .·0£ the 
experirnental results. First, it was propo.qed that, the exciton Zri-0 
complex recombination is more probable than t-he i9..n:iz.ed donor t.o 
ionized acceptor recombination. Thus, by annealing: at lower 
.{ 
' 
temperatures and creating more complexes, the per cent inoreas.$ iLn total 
quantum efficiency would be greater. The' quantum eff'tc±e:ncy ±ncrea.s.es· 
at a slower rate at lower annealing temperatures. Aga~.r.i. thi,s: i·S :con-
sistent with Zn-0 complex formation becaus-e such f'qr"ID.atidn is slower 
.. 
at a lower temperature as a consequence of' the temperatu.+e-dependent 
diffusion rate of the mobile species that enters the COillplex. Second, 
J it was proposed that some interstitial oxygen will diffuse to vacant 
i-substitution sites and increase the total efficiency. It :i_s .more. 
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difficult for the substitutional oxygen to diffuse into lnte.rstitial 
sites. This accounts for why the total quantum efficiency ca.nnot l:>e 
reset to its original "t = 0 condition". Although the inte~r~ted 
intensity ratio of red to infra-red emission can be reset . 
Finally, it was shown that coating with Sio2 thin fi,lms provides 
a means for obtaining reproducable luminescence with heat treatment. 
It reduces surface degradation that results in lower total efficiency 
and elir:1inates the need of etching af'ter evecy anneal cycle·. In 
addi ti on, it does have some effect that increasEtS the effic:i;.ency 
significantly at short times when annealed .at 40.o:0 :c. .. 
I 
• 
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TABLE 1 EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY ANALYSIS 
MATERIAL 
Zn 
GaP 
(polycrystalline) 
Ga 
GaP 
(solution grown 
single crystal) 
PC 
Zn 
Ga 
Ga 
Ga 
Ga,P 
PC= principal constituent 
HT= heavy trace, 50 ppm-100 ppm 
T = trace, 10 ppm-50 ppm 
HT 
Cu 
·p··. 
.. · 
Mg,Al 
FT= fine trace, less than 10 ppm 
T 
. ..-:..· 
s:r.---Mg·· 
.. . ' . ··-
Mg 
F'J'; 
... • ..... 
S:i-,Mg ,Pb. 
Fe,Mn,Cu, 
:Ca,Al 
Si,Fe,Cu, 
Ca 
Ba,Si,Al, 
Zn,Cr,Ca 
" 
• 
J . 
• 
' 
-· 
II,. 
• 
' 
• 
Zn 
t Sn 
Ca 
As 
f V 
" 
Na 
Zr 
. 
I 
TABLE II ELEMENTS EXAMINED BY EMISSION SPECTROSCOPX 
Cu Si. 
' . 
Ga B 
Al Ba 
Pt Co 
Ag 'Ni 
.. 
Cd B·i 
. ' 
:. '. 
·F_···· 
. e. 
·r:n :·. 
.. 
B 
Sb . 
Pb. 
Mn-
··B· 
·e. 
w 
Mo 
G:e· 
~-
. ' 
)l 
' I ) 
fl 
<J 
~ 
,) 
., 
i 
! 
J 
i 
l 
i 
I 
l 
~ 
" 
' 
' I 
' r 
1 
I ; 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. 
! 
I 
I 
I 
i.: 
!'. 
,. 
f 
t 
' ~-
' L 
t 
t 
! 
I 
I 
. i 
• 
-· ------- -- -, 
SAMPLE 
1 
2 
'3. 
.4 
5: . 
·"' 
TABLE III INPUT DATA FOR RESISTIVITY AND Ii.ALL MEASU'REMENTS 
RESISTIVITY MEASUREf,1E}1TS (VOLTS) 
d (cm) V CD VDA VAB VBC 
.0672 
.0626 
.0670 
.0672 
• 0672. 
.0004 .0035 .0035 .0004 
.0035 .00110 .00109 .0035 
.0059 .0022 .0022 .0059 
.0067 .0002 .00019 .0067 
.0042 .00057 .00056 .0042 
. ..... . 
... '; .-. . 
BALL MEAS UREJv!EI1'rS ( VOLTS ) 
VDB VBD VAC VCA 
.00313 .00309 .00310 .00315 
.00240 .00248 .00248 .00243 
.00362 .00370 .00379 .00370 
.00647 .00653 .00653 .00649 
.00360 .00369 .00369 .00360 
.,,_. 
. J;::""· 
(j\ 
-
• 
• 
TABLE IV RESISTIVITY, HALL COEFFICIENT, CARRIER CONCENTRATION, AND ivfOHILITY 
SAMPLE 
1 
3 . : ... , 
4-
5 
p 
ave 
.0854 
.117 
• 228 
• 106 
.108 
AVERAGE FOR 
5 SAMPLES 
.129 
(OHM·CM) DEVIATION 
FROl.-J r\JI~l\.N 
VALUE 
p ( % )
0 
0 . . 
.1.5 
RH (CC/COULOMB) 
:4:. ·7 
11 .• 4 
:6-.-72. 
·1.2 .•. ·1 
8,.-61 
\ 
DEVIATION 
FR0!'-'1 Jv1EAN 
VALU~ 
RH(%) 
33.3 
60.0 
12. 5 
:5:0 • 0: 
' . 
-0 
'13.3. 
7,68 
5 • 49 
9 • 30 
5.17 
. . 
5:5··.1 
50 • 0 
.i::- 1.: ... 
-...;J 
-63., 3 
11.1.:6: 
' • 
'i• 
.. -~-------,..--------------------
'"'" Fi: -~.:.._ ......... , 
• 
• 
TABLE V ANNEAL TIME AND EFFICIENCY DATA FOR 
GaP SAMPLES COATED WITH Si02 ANNEALED AT 40o0 c 
AN.NEAL TIME 
twIT 1'~ ( HR ) 
0 
30 
60 (1) 
90 
120 (2) 
150 
180 (3) 
210 
240 ( 4) 
480 (8) 
720 (12) 
960 (16) 
1200 (20) 
1440 (24) 
1680 (28) 
0 (RESE'T) 
SAMPLE 
(H-140} 
.47 
1.19 
1.53 
1.41 
1.27 
1.27 
1.27 
1.22 
1.24 
1. 34 
1.81 
1.76 
1 ... 78 
1.:7_3 
. 81 
• 
SAMPLE 
(H.-l43} 
.75 
1.59 
1.52 
l_ •. _55 
.i.·4'6 
.1. 34 
1.48 
1.58 
1.63 
EFFICIENCY PER CENT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE 
(H-l44} (K-l45) 
.74 l.l6 
1 • 30 
1 • 16. 
1 .. 22 
1-.:21 
.-.-90. 
•:'86 
.:85 
1 . 67 
,1.:~34: 
., 
.l.:.34 
l.:3.0 
·s·AMP· LE ...
. ' ' •, . - .. 
(Ir~l.4.6:} 
. 31 · 
.l; • 09 
• 86 
.72, 
SAMPLE 
(H-147) 
.! 1T 
·1 
• 81 
:I II. 75: 
1 •. 603.: 
.l.-6.3: 
.• 'I. 
,1 
~ 
I 
1 
' ; 
I 
l 
.-,,, 
__ :'1 
: __ -• __ -•_---11 
'• 
I 
l-
1 
I 
. l 
I 
! 
l 
i. 
I . 
I 
I 
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TABLE VI ANNEAL TIME AND SPECTRAL INTENSITY .DATA FO·R .... •'• 
. GaP SAMPLES COATED WITH SiO 2 ANNEALED AT 4.oo0 :c 
ANNEAL TIME 
MI11 
RED TO INFRA-RED INTEGRATED INTENSITY RAT.XO 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
180 
210 
240 
480 
720 
960 
1200 
1440 
1680 
H-140 
2.20 
2.23 
2.44 
2.70 
2.90 
4 • 57 
7 • 46 
23 • 6 
26 • 8 
29 • 4 
29.1 
0 (RESET) 2.40 
H-l43 
2.3:4 
.2.:4:·0'. 
5. 3 
li • 8 
1:9.:8: 
25 .{{ 
H-l44 
2_ .. 34· 
·2.02: 
. . . . .. 
3.54 
·:1.!08 
l9: •. 2. 
2 .• l2. 
2-.44 
2·.:28 
2·.36 
2 . .-3e 
' 
. '
i I , 
I 
... ·.8,.: 2.·3 :: 
l· 
. . l 
' I 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
\ 
i 
I 
I' [< 
1 
'" ~ ,,
., 
,:, 
::t 
-~ 
,; 
' 
··~ }j 
,:;_ 
::i 
., 
;,! 
;J 
ti 
!) 
' 
i 
\,. 
'1 
l 
' 
., 
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TABLE VII ANNEAL TIME AND EFFICIENCY DATA FOR 
Si02 COATED GaP SAMPLES ANNEALED AT 6oo0 c 
Afn~ EP~ TI i,IB 
:MIN 
0 
240 
480 
720 
EFF1ICIENCY PER CENT 
(H-121 ) (R-1~2.) 
(. 92 1 ( 65} ........ · ... · .. ·. 
(l 
• 60 } (1.·11.} 
(1 • 60 1 (1.631 
. ' . . 
Cl • 60 ) :(1.:. 5:7 ) 
\· 
(':rt~123.} 
. ..·· -. 
C. 68.:): 
(I .. .-8:5.) 
(1 .::75} 
:(i :• :6.0:) 
.. 
,, 
i 
! u 
l 
I 
i 
! 
j 
l 
i . 
I 
! 
I 
•I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
i 
'. 
' 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
... ,, . .r 
/ ,. 
... 
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TABLE VIII ANNEAL TIME AND SPECTRAL INTENSITY· DATA li'OR SAMPLES Gt>ATED WITH Si02 ANNEALED AT 6oo0 c 
ANNEAL TIME 
MIN 
0 
240 
480 
720 
.REP TO INFRA~RED INTEGRATED INTENSITY RATIO 
H.-121 
7 .7:5 
7.82 
7.88 
H.--122 
1.88 
8.96 
,. 
9 •. 10:_· 
' 
,, 
H-123 
2.03 
":8· ... 19 
. •.• .·. 
j,. 
!. 
i . 
,• 
\, : 
. ' 
"' 
,·{ 
') 
:'·/ 
- :, ~ 
. '·~ 
,, 
• ,. 
,. . 
• 
.. 
I 
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TABLE IX LATTICE PARA.METERS FOR Ga.P 
j a. (R} :z .. J .· j• 
l 2.16 
.4. 
. · . 
·i··2 
:3··. 
.. 
.5-.i •. 9 .. ··3. · 
. . . . . 12· 
·.\ 
4 7 • 08 .i·6 
5 8. 06 24 
For j = 1, 2.161( is approximated to be between: 2.361( and ·.1.97 1{ 
(2.36~ is the nearest neighbor separation in GaP with .no q:istortic1r1: 
and 1. 97~· is the separation for severe distortion); anq. :~11 othe.r 
aj values are based on a 5.45i lattice constant. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
-----------~·--
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TABLE X ANNEAL TIME AND EFFICIENCY DATA FOR 
UNCOATED GaP SAMPLES ANNEALED AT 4oooc 
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TABLE XI ANNaL TI:ME AND SPECTRAL INTENSITY DATA 
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FIGURE 1 
VARIOUS RECl11BINATION MECHANISM: CA) BL\ND TO lWID CB) OONOR TO 
. 
VALENCE BAND Cc) CONDUCTOR BAND TO ACCEPTOR, Cn) OONOR TO 
ACCEPTOR 
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FIGURE 2 
I ENERGY vs. IU'ENTLM RJR <N GtJis, DI JECT TMNs1r1rn mn <B) 
GAP, I~IDIRECT TRMISITIOO 
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FIGURE 3 
RADIATIYE REC0'13IW\TION fvECHANISM IN ZN-OOPED GAP: 
<A) IXJIJOR-ACCEPTOR PAIR REcrnBINATION (INFRA-RED): 
(B) EXCITON BOUND TO NEAREST NEIGHBOR ZN-0 aJ'1PL£X 
REco1v1BI1~TI0f~ CRED): 
Cc) ELECTRON BOUND TO NEUTML ZN-0 ffi'1PL£X WITH HOl£ 
TRAPPED AT DISTAfff ZN ACCEPTOR PAIR REC(}1BINATION 
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FIGURE 4 
(A) 11-IE EYE VISIBILI1Y GIVEN AS RELATIVE LLMINOISilY VS. 
WAVELE~GTH I 
CB) THE EL£CTR0Llf1INESCENCE EMISSION AT 30D°K FOR GAP 
(RED Arfil GREEN LIGHT) I 
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FIGURE 5 
CRYSTAL GROWING & ANNEALING APPARATIJS 
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FIGURE 6 
IDPERATURE PROFILE FOR SOUITION GROWN CRYSTALS 
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FIGURE 7 
IDPERA11JRE VS. Tlr-f PLOT FOR SOLUTION GRQll'IN CRYSTALS 
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FIGURE 8 
CRYSTAL GRCMING JlMPOUl£ Willi RAW ML\TERIAL AND RJLISHED SINGl£ CRYSTALS 
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FIGURE 9 
CLOVER LEftf TOOL AND CLOVER l.f.AF OJT SJlJ',PL_& 
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FIGURE 10 
CIRQJIT SCHEML\TIC FOR RESISTIVI1Y AND HALL MEASUROOITS 
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FIGURE ll 
CJ>TICAL EQUIA'[NT FOR '9iSURING TI-IE PHOTOLUMINESCENT SPECTM 
E11ISSION AND THE PHOTOLUVIINESCOO EFFICIEJ~CY 
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FIGURE J2 
Pl{)TOLLMINESCENT-SPECfRA M:ASUREMENT ARRANGE11::NT 
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FIGURE 14 
PHOTOUJ1INESCENT EFFICIENCY TEST SET 
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FIGURE 15 
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EfFICIENCf \£~LS flNNEAL TI~ FDR SJ.\WL£ (H-llJO) ANNEALED AT ll00°C 
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FIGURE 16 
THE RELATIVE IffilNSilY AS A FUNCTION OF WAVELB~GTI-1 FOR EMISSION 
a= SA'VPLE CH-140) AT 77°K FOR THE 11AS QUENCHED" CONDITION (.-0) 
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FIGURE 17 
11-IE RELATIVE INIDJSI1Y AS A FUNCTION OF WAVELDJGTH FOR E11ISSION OF 
SN'Plf Cl~-140) AT 77°K FOR AN PNNEALING TIME OF 240 MINLITES AT LJCXPC 
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FIGURE 18 
11-lE RELATIVE INIDISITY AS A FUNCTION Cf WAVElBJGTH FOR EMISSION OF 
S/1WL£ CH-140) AT 77°K FOR AN ~NNEALING TH-£ OF 1200 MINlJTES AT 400°C 
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FIGURE 19 
... 
INTEGRATED RED TO INFRA-RED EMISSION RATIO VERSUS ANNEALING 
0 TIME FOR SAMPLE CH-140) ANNEALED AT 400 C 
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FIGUJ{ aJ 
EFFICIENCY \£R;US PNNEAL TI~'£ FOR SftWl£ CH-121) PNNEALEJ AT f{)()oC 
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FIGURE 21 
THE RELATIVE INID-JSilY AS A FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH FOR EMISSION OF 
S/IWLE CH-m) AT 77°K FOR AN ANNEALING Tiff: OF 240 MINlfJES AT 600°C 
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FIGURE 22 
INTEGRATED RED TO INFRA-RED EMISSION RATIO VERSUS ANNEALING 
0 TIME FOR SAMPLE CH-121) ANNEALED AT 600 C 
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FIGURE 24 
lHE RELATIVE ImDISilY AS A RJNCTION OF WAVEl..fl.JGTH FOR E1'1ISSI0N Cf 
Wflf CH-140) AT 77°K FOR THE "RESET" CONDITION 
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APPENDIX A: Ampoule Preparation Sequence 
l. Degrease with trichloroethylene (2 times). 
2. Rinse with J\1ethanol. 
3. Rinse with D.I. water (2 times). 
4. Rinse with HF Lfi Ve minutes). 
5. Rinse with D. I. water (lo times}·. 
6. Rinse with Methanol (3 times). 
7. Flow dry N2 through while baking out. nth :a: ·t·crch 
(2-3 liter/min. for 3 minutes)_. 
8. Cool with N2 flow. 
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APPENDIX B: Cleaning Procedure for GaP Single Crystl;U Prior to B.F 
Sputtering 
1. Gently swab sample with a cotton swab while the sample 
is immersed in methyl ethyl ketone (MEK}. Use a pe.tri 
dish lined with f'ilter paper as a container f():r the MEIC. 
Let the sample rest on the filter paper while s~abhing; 
do not hold the sample with tweezers. 
2. Quickly transfer the sample to a cle.an beak.er containing 
metl1:/l alcohol (MA). 
3. Pour off the MA and rinse the sample with D.T. water. 
4. Pour off the D.I. water; soak sample with qolution of 
.. ;. 
l part H2so4, 1 part H2o2 , and 3 parts H20 f'Or 2-3 m:inute•s. 
5. Pour off solution and rinse sample three times with D.I. 
water. 
6. Pour off D.I. water and rinse sample with MA. 
7. Pour off MA and rinse sample with chloroform. 
8. Leave the sample in chloroform until sample is ·rea:dy to 
be sputtered. 
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APPENDIX C: Photon Counting Theory· 
If a monochromatic beam of light of intensity If (wa.tts./m2 } l.$ 
incident on the photocathode of a photomultiplier, the powe.r, '.P, 
intercepted is H times the photocathode area A. The number of phQtons 
striking the photocathode per unit time is 
p 
n p 
-
-
h " (1.) 
where h II is the energy of each photon. If each photon prod:uces N 
photoelectrons, the number of photoelectrons leaving the surface per 
unit time is 
n = '7 n 
e p 
where T/ is the quantum efficiency. A fraction, K •• of the lib~rated 
photoelectrons are successful in reaching the first dynode. Each 
electron reaching the first dynode results in G electrons l::?eing 
collected at the anode, where G is the gain of tl:te photomultiplier. 
The net result is that N electrons are collected per· lJ.Ilit tillle.~ e 
where Ne is given by 
N = Il'?KG 
e p ,·. 
The photomultiplier current produced by the light beam is 
I = N q 
e 
:(3:) 
:(:4-) 
where q = 1. 6 X 1ol9 coulombs is the charge of att .. electron. 
·· .. --lO In order to measure currents below about 10· ·· · amperes, sp.e.cj,.a,:L. 
precautions must be taken to reduce leakage currents. In assi.lming -a. 
photomultiplier gain of G = 106 , an anode current of 10-lO am.peres 
results from ND = 625 electrons per second reaching the first qytlode • 
from the follow relation, 
•· 
,. ~ 
··~ 
'J 
<'~ 
'i 
I I 
I I ,, 
f 
' ~ I 
' 
·;* 
\' 
il 
,· 
i 
i: 
~ - '. i 
' 
- i' 
A 
., 
., 
~J 
J. 
.; 
! 
Ir 
I 
' 
106 
ND = I/ (qG) 
Assuming TJ = 0. 2 and K = 0. 85 as typical numbers., the number o:f 
.. : . 
intercepted photons per unit time is 
Rather than measure current, it is possible to count t:l1e: 11:urnb.e'r of .. 
pulses produced at the anode per unit time and calc.11.1,ate in·c·i'clent 
power on the photomultiplier using the previously· der·ived e.quat-io:ns:-. 
Providing -r,he pulses are of sufficient amplitude, an arb.i trarily· small 
number of pulses per second can be counted, and,: consequent-ly·, a much 
lower light intensity can be detected by pho:ton c·ounting than by 
de current detection techniques. 
The above discussion, al though correct, neg·1e:ct.s· the st:at:·istic.al 
nature of all physical processes. Each quanti.ty in: t..he previ.ous. 
equations is an average value since there a·re :fluctuation,s it1 the ·rat"e 
of arrival of photons , in the number of photoeJ_ectrons gener·ate:d py 
each photon, etc. Deviations in the number of photoelect.rbn$ ge.ne.rate4. 
per photon, etc. , result in deviations in t·he, number of electrons N. 
e 
collected at the anode for each incident photon. Since each g:rou.p of 
collected electrons produces a voltage pulse acros.s the photomultiplier 
load resistor, RL' the amplitude of the signal pulse fluctuates in 
proportion to the fluctuations in N.:. A further consideration i.s th.at e 
electrons thermally emitted by the photocathode are indistin·gui$hable 
from tl1ose created by incident light. In de detection techniquef?, the 
mir1irr111m detectable signal is approxima.tely equal to the current produ.ced 
by the thermally emitted electrons, i.e., the "dark current." 
··~,; 
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In photon counting, signal-to.......noise ratio·$: :are det·ermine·q. °Qy 
statistics. If N photons are counted in a time interval T, ~-tat.is"ti.oa.l p 
analysis shows that the probable (rms) deviation in the average va)~D;e ,. 
N , is (N )112 . Inasmuch as this deviation cc,nstit-utes noise,. the p p 
sigr1al-to-noise ratio -- neglecting pulses caused by· thermionic...eiect:::rot1 
. 
- is: 
N 
S/N = __ P _
 = (N )1/2 (ii )1/2 P p .• 
From this result it is evident that in orde_r-· to improve t.b:e det.ect:ion 
system S/N ratio when detecting light by p·boton counting,_ l:oti.g:er tjJne 
intervals are required in order to make N lar·ger.. p . 
The above analysis is somewhat complicated by our i.nability to 
distinguish between electrons which are thermally .emitted at the ph6to-
catr1ode and those which are liberated by incident photons. For a g.iven. 
time inte1'1ral, let Nd be the average number of "dark" counts ·which are 
caused by thermally emitted electrons when there is definitely no 
incident light on the photocathode. If, now, .N s.ignal phot9r1s :a:re . s 
counted for the same length of time, T, the tot.al 'n-unibE;-r cY:f .counts: 
will be N + N. The signal to noise wili be s d 
(N + Nd) - Nd N {8): S/N s s - -- 2N )1/2 - 2Nll/2 (N + (N + s d s 
The factor of 2 in the denominator arises because of deviation o·f 
(Nd} l/2 is contributed when determining Nd alone and again when deter-
N + N, whereas the deviation in N is only contributed while s d s 
• • mining 
determining Ns + Nd. 
· .. 
• 
• 
.... 
Instead of writing S/N in terms of N
8 and Nd, i·t. is conv~-nt.ent to 
write it in terms of the corresponding count rates-·;. rs a.nd rd_.. It 
r T, so that s 
r rl/2 S/N 
T T 
s 
- --:-------
- (r T + 2r r) 1/2 - --8--- 1/2· 
- (rs. + 2r d) s d 
Letting N - N 
s 
+ N then 
' d 
T = Nf (r +r) 
s d 
Substituting for r , 
_ r 5 (N) 1/2 S/N 
- [Cr +r ) (r + s d s 
-
(N}l/2 
-
(1 + 2rd )(1 
r 
s 
.. 
1/2 
+ rd) 
r 
s 
.. 
·~·-
(10) 
{11.) 
-.~ 
This result indicates that for a given ratio, (~·a./'r8 ), the S/N rat:io 
is dete11nir1eci by the total number of signal-plus-dark counts." In 
practice, rd was determined by counting dark pulses over an extended 
period of time (15 minutes) so that therms deviation in determining 
much less than that which results • • and 
rd was in measuring r rd. s 
, should 
Therefore, the factor of 2 which multiplied • 11 rd 1n eq. 
replaced by unity and the signal to noise rat.io: C-ari be written, 
r?-12 
S/N = ---
1 + rd/rs 
,. 
be 
\ 
I 
~ 
' 
. I 
I 
I 
"i 
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